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Male Psyche
“Nice Guys Don't Get  Laid”
Oscar: The realization that women are only interested in arrogant and  independant guys, while when asked what they want, they 

claim they want a  “nice” guy. It's for sure, when it comes to women, nice guys don't win.   

My Comment: I very much enjoyed the little book “Nice Guys Don't Get  Laid”  ($7.95 from Amazon.com) which echoes your 

words. 

How to Be the Jerk Women Love: Social Success for Men and Women in the '90's by F. J. 
Shark  Frank Spavlica 
(not at amazon.co.uk. at www.bn.com <http://www.bn.com>, Price: $11.65, In Stock: 24 hours (Same Day), Format: Paperback, 

157pp., ISBN: 0964010909, Publisher: Thunder World Promotions, Incorporated, Pub. Date: June  1994) 

Flyer: Regarding the art if indifference, if I remember my F. J. Shark book, it said the opposite of love was not hate, it was 

indifference. Also recommended by Sisonpyh

Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill
Sisonpyh

I made the decision about two and a half years ago that I needed to get the area of my life 'handled' called 'dealing with women.' 

So I made a decision and a commitment to myself and my best friend that I would do whatever it took to learn and 'figure this out.' 

(Read Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill Chapter #1 for more on this mindset).

David Shade

The book “Think and Grow Rich” by Napoleon Hill was recommended on your list. I recently read this book, and it is outstanding. 

It is an absolute Must Read for all Pick Up Artists. Simply replace every occurrence of the word “money” with “sex.” It is 

attitudinally totally kick ass.

How to have The Image Of A Super God by Albert Cristaldo's
Michael (discussing Cristaldo's book) […] it meant to acknowledge that being mistreated by women had made me resentful, angry 

and fearful (maybe even hateful, but I hesitate to use that word).[…] Guys, it doesn't matter how much confidence you build and 

how many times you practice “I have an intuition about you...”if your view of women is fucked then you will eventually crash and 

burn. One of the items from Ross's catalog that I cut my teeth on is Albert Cristaldo's “How to have The Image Of A Super God”, 

it was definitely more adversarial in how it viewed women and seduction. In retrospect, some of the attitudes in that book were 

not all that good, especially for the Speed Seduction of today. I guess the point of all this is that you can't expect negative 

feelings and emotions to go away just because you are doing attitude work to make you successful with women. These feelings 

and emotions have to be identified and have exercises or affirmations constructed especially to defuse them.” In the books 

defense, it was not meant to create those attitudes, it was made to help you be tougher and expect more from women but in my 

state of mind back then it grew barriers instead of shrank them. It also created a bit of a conflict, I mean I was starting to believe 

the worst about women and convincing myself that they were severely flawed creatures... but I still wanted them.

“The Way of the Superior Man”
Leon: I recommend the book “The Way of the Superior Man” (I know the title is pretentous, but work with me) I am learning how 

to express the extreme of masculinity,  and this is the point of the book, The Way of the Superior Man. The male  energy is very 

directed and goal oriented. It is focused and full of a presence. Harrison Ford is a very good example of this energy which is so 

valued that people pay for exposure to it. It is cultivated at its essence by the constant knowledge of our deaths, and by living at 

our edges. The  force is created by the purpose that we have determined to pursue. 

The Rules For Getting Laid by David Graff, Ray Schwartz and Daniel Deitrich
$15.95 at Amazon

Flyer (reviewing The Rules For Getting Laid): Some of the contents of this book is good for the beginner, but there are some 
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things I found a few things that did not seem right to me. The first item was the fact the book had a forward by a chyck. As most 

of you know, I am one who thinks that chycks should stay out of the male seduction process. This book kind of reminded me of 

that John Egan book which was endorsed by Sally Jesse Raphael, and when someone like that endorses a book on seduction, 

you can rest assured the contents will be useless dog shit information. The way to really know if something is good in this field is 

how pissed off it makes HBs because they sense you are on to something. That is the indicator. That is why SS is by far one of 

the best things out there, because Jeffries developed a means of really fucking the system. 

There was a chapter that discussed to never expect a an HB to call back -- so it was suggesting follow-up on your part. This to me 

conflicts with the philosophies in F.J. Shark's “How to be the Jerk Women Love.” 

Another chapter mentioned to never expect an HB to have the same kind of integrity that you do. I would prefer to re-title that 

chapter along the lines of “Never Expect an HB to have any Integrity, period!” They also mentioned something that struck me; 

and which is that as the male, you have to be the one taking the initiative. I suppose he's right, though there are three kinds of 

men in America that need not pursue women because they are being pursued by HB's: Millionaire Rock Stars, Movie Industry 

Moguls, and Cocaine Dealers. So unless you're one of these, we have to take the initiative. All in all, the book was good at some 

of the basics -- such as hygiene, what not to say during conversation, but other info just sends a newbie in the wrong direction. I 

can't say I would recommend it.

My Comment: I think the book has merit in that there it emphasized some basics that I think we forget about. I agree with you 

about some of your criticisms, but not all of them. I can't agree that just because the forward is by a woman that means the rest of 

the information has to be mostly useless. Granted they don't have the understanding we are looking for but I didn't think, for the 

most part that the rest of the book pulled it's punches because of that. About not expecting an HB to call back -- my experience is 

that if you did your work properly (create enough interest) you better believe she will call you back. Here the book is in AFC-land 

and you are right about that. But I do think that calling back is good advice to some men who stand on principal and won't call 

back in circumstances that they should. I have the same comment about an HB's integrity -- if they are really interested, you will 

find their behaviour to be a lot more of what you expect from a person. It won't be perfect -- women will continue to play their 

games (and they will say the same about us) but they'll be a lot less likely to pull stunts on you when they see you as a scarce 

commodity that they could lose to a lot of other women if they act out of line. Advice about men taking the initiative is the kind of 

things that I found good about the book -- certain basic truths that we tend to overlook or not consider clearly enough. And 

because of this type of stuff, I recommend it and still do. I think you may think differently about it the next time you read it -- it 

really struck me a lot stronger the second time I read it.  

Flyer: Well, certainly there was some stuff I just didn't want to hear but nevertheless is true -- I could really relate to the chapter 

where they talk about the “angry man” who resents having to take initiative, and has been mistreated by HB's in the past, etc. . . . 

.That's me! 

The Rules : Time Tested Secrets for Capturing the Heart of Mr. Right by Ellen Fein and 
Sherrie Schneider 
Sisonpyh: You know, there are AFCs who are women, too! I have both Ross's book and The Rules and it's interesting that some 

of the tactics are remarkably similar.

Bed the woman of your dreams by David Hill
Souris: I just finished reading Bed the woman of your dreams by David Hill. It's a total rip-off. It's a copy of Ross's book “How to 

get the woman you desire into bed” but then not copied literally. The structure of the chapters is different and he put some of his 

own stories in it but that's it. A total waste of money. And he doesn't say anything about inducing this emotional bliss in women 

or does he think just asking her about what she thinks she deserves is gonna get her all hot and bothered??? I think this is an 

outrageous violation of copyright law. I think Ross should know of this.  

My Comment: I happened to like his book, and I don't see it as a blatant copy the way it came across to you. I don't think it is 

quite as good as the promises he makes in the ads but I found that there were some good things in there. Yes, he probably took a 
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few tricks from Ross but it appeared to me that he rewrote pretty much everything and there were, in my opinion, a few twists. 

One thing you need to keep in mind is that there are certain things which are somewhat universal truths and anyone writing a 

good book on how to have success with women is going to use (e.g.. playing hard to get). So some repetition is unavoidable. 

How to Succeed With Women by Ron Louis, David Copeland
Len: Started reading How to Succeed with Women, by Louis & Copeland. It is good. Have encountered a lot of these ideas 

before, just not in the same place. (priming date & seduction date split?)

Lance: I was reading through your “Seduction Resources “ email you sent a  while back, and noticed you had purchased but not 

read this book: How to  Succeed With Women -- Ron Louis, David Copeland.  I STRONGLY urge you to read it as it is by far the 

best and most Realistic  book on seduction that I've ever read. In addition, it complements Speed  Seduction quite well. 

Gerry: Regarding How to Succeed With Women -- Ron Louis, David Copeland;  This is well worth reading. Loads of good 

small-chunk details that supplement Ross' teachings. Especially good on attitudes and on dealing  with problems women cause. 

And a bargain price, too. There were alsosome  good reviews posted on alt.seduction.fast.  Scorpion: (Commenting on the book, 

How to Succeed With Women by Louis & Copeland) Yes, I think that much of the book is derived from Ross's materials. What 

these guys did however, is normalize much of it. For some reason it seems less manipulative while identical in intention. IE. put 

pattterns into conversational frameworks. An example of this is their excuse/describe/question format. I have a question and I 

wonder if you can clear it up for me. (excuse) First, do you like to cuddle? I thought so. Well, you know that feeling you get when 

you hold someone close, feel their arms around you, and feel warm all over? (description) I really like that and don't understand 

why other guys don't. Do you remember a time when you cuddled and it felt really good? (question). One can substitute 

chocolate (blow job pattern) etc. in the format.

True Love by Robert Fulghum
John T.: From the same book.....the best pickup I've ever heard of Bro. A waiter chases this girl out of the restaurant and into the 

street, stops her and reaches into a bag and produces a can of peanuts and says.....”I only wish these were pearls”. The couple 

was married 6 months later. How cool is that....fucking peanuts man!!! This is a perfect mall/grocery pickup. Too bad I'm out of 

commission (at least today) or I'd beta test this one for ya! : )  My Comment: Which book was that?  John T.: It's named “True 

Love” by Robert Fulghum......has a few interesting stories and 'pearls' of wisdom but prolly not worth your time. If there's 

anything else worth reporting....... One analogy I thought was funny.....he calls Love a “spiritual root canal”! How true. 

Wolfe (Commenting on “John T.: It's named “True Love” by Robert Fulghum...... has a few interesting stories and 'pearls' of 

wisdom but prolly not worth your time.”): Well worth anybody's time. I started with his Kindergarten book and was hooked. 

These are not books about Seduction but are very entertaining, insightful, nostalgic, funny, and makes you sad and glad all in 

one. Gives you something to talk about when your with that hot wench (not winch or wrench) you're after. In the meantime, the 

younger guys out there might learn something about life. I notice there are 3 of his books I'm without and will fix that now. About 

the Author: Robert Fulghum has made his living as a ditchdigger, cowboy, IBM salesman, folksinger, parish minister, bartender, 

newspaper columnist, and philosopher. His previous books, All I Really Need to Know I Learned in Kindergarten, It Was on Fire 

When I Lay Down on it, Maybe (Maybe Not), Uh-Oh, From Beginning to End, and True Love, have sold more than fifteen million 

copies in twenty seven languages in ninety-three countries. He has four children and seven grandchildren. He lives with his wife, 

a family physician, on a houseboat in Seattle, Washington.  John T.: One last gem from “True Love”...... “There's a big difference 

in falling in love for the first time, and falling in love for the first time it matters”. That's all to report on his book...mostly fluff and 

sentimental nonsense. 

Female Psyche
Sisonpyh: Women want a challenge. Think romance novel themes. If you don't know what I'm talking about, sit your ass down for 

a week and read 

Dangerous Men and Adventurous Women by Jayne Ann Krentz 
The romantic hero is a deeply ingrained metaphor that recurs in female stories, from fairy tales to soap operas to romance novels 
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-- an ideal held in the deepest recesses of her mind which, if properly leveraged or tapped, could be a magic key for the seducer. 

The Major discusses this when he references Dangerous Men and Adventurous Women: Romance Writers on the Appeal of the 

Romance -- the book that cracks the code of that genre. 

Endless Rapture: Rape, Romance and the Female Imagination by Hazen 
Bad Boys : Why We Love Them, How to Live With Them, and When to Leave Them by 
Carole Lieberman
The Erotic Adventures of Sleeping Beauty; the second volume of which is called Beauty's 
Punishment
Light Her Fire Ellen Kreidman
Horn Dog: Ellen Kreidman's book “Light Her Fire” is (on the surface) a guide to supplicative wussness; BUT,when read from the 

SS standpoint it is an excellent guide for understanding how women think, what they want, and why they do some of the things 

they do. I highly recommend it. On those times when romance is strategically advisable, this is a good sourcebook. Ellen says 

women are, at their core,

generally insecure to one degree or another. They need continuing reassurance you care about them and that you find them 

attractive. She recommends that each time you come through the door at home, spend about 15 minutes just listening to her about 

her day. Give her a hug. Ellen says doing that will almost always guarantee you hours of peace and cooperation after that. It has 

worked well for me. Ironically, toward the end she also says that women like men who are strongly confident, not weak 

pushovers.

My Secret Garden  by Nancy Friday
Rod: For a great overview on some of the bizarre things that turn women on, My Secret Garden by Nancy Friday is a must-read. 

It's a collection of women talking about their fantasies--and Friday covers plenty of bases that, in the past, would have made me 

turn red from embarrassment if I brought them up--bestiality, rape fantasies, domination fantasies, you name it; it's in _My Secret 

Garden.

Anatomy of Love: A Natural History of Mating, Marriage, and Why We Stray by Helen Fisher
“Women find certain traits more desirable than others, frankly, because these traits enhance their survival.” What all females, 

forest-dwelling or condo-owning, seek on a purely instinctive level is status, that one factor that signals that this is the guy they 

want. In the wild kingdom, status can take any number of forms: the amount of food in a male red-winged blackbird's territory, the 

protein-rich secretions offered by a male insect or the fullness of some male deer's antlers. For humans, it's no different. “It's the 

hallmark of the human animal - that women pick good providers - and status is a cue to power, protection and resources,” says 

Fisher. 

Aromantics: Enhancing Romance, Love, and Sex with Nature's Essential Oils by Valerie  
Ann Worwood
In Aromantics: Enhancing Romance, Love, and Sex with Nature's Essential Oils, Valerie Ann Worwood reports that men find a 

woman's odor most alluring during ovulation, when she is most likely to conceive. In response, men produce an odor of their own 

that has an aphrodisiac effect on women. Also, during ovulation women were found to be a thousand times more sensitive to a 

testosterone-like chemical. A poor sense of smell will dull your love life. In tests with mice and monkeys, when the males' noses 

were plugged, they ignored females in heat. Good nutrition, especially enough zinc, is important to a healthy sense of smell. 

Sickness exudes an ill wind of its own that some people say they can sense - a good evolutionary adaptation that we probably all 

have to some degree. Unfortunately, though, the prefrontal cortex in the human brain can override an instinctual response to 

olfactory input. Excessive bathing or use of deodorants and perfumes can overwhelm your sexual scents. Napoleon knew this. He 

asked his sweetheart Josephine to abstain from bathing several days before he returned to her. 

Sex on the Brain: The Biological Differences Between Men and Women by Deborah Blum
Sweat T-Shirt Contest

In her 1998 book, Sex on the Brain: The Biological Differences Between Men and Women, Deborah Blum tells about a revealing 

Swiss experiment with a group of college students. Each woman was seated alone in a room at the time of ovulation, when her 
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sense of smell was most acute. She then sniffed the T-shirts slept in by different men over the previous weekend. The women 

rated each shirt for sexiness, pleasantness, and intensity of smell. What's remarkable was that the sexiness of the shirts correlated 

with the degree of difference in MHC genes. This is good, because these MHC (major histocompatibility complex) genes code for 

the disease detectors in the immune system - the more variety, the better. The women had a stinkual attraction to males whose 

MHC genes were least like their own. Be the Aphrodisiac Our natural scents and sensitivity thus play a vital role in identifying 

and attracting an ideal mate, one with whom we have the best chances of producing a healthy child capable of withstanding the 

onslaughts of life. And that's the name of the evolutionary game. Our smell is as unique as our face. While it won't be alluring to 

everyone, we can count on having real chemistry with the ones we do attract. And the feeling will be mutual. Not surprisingly, the 

quest for aphrodisia brings us full circle back to ourselves. This is good news for all Earth's creatures and gives new meaning to 

the words: “in the end, the love you take is equal to the love you make.” 

The Evolution Of Desire by David M. Buss
The answer lies in the nature of attraction. In humans, as in shrews, females are biologically programmed to desire certain things 

in males, and vice versa. “We don't attract women by chance, but rather women act on cues to certain desirable characteristics,” 

says David M. Buss, Ph.D., University of Michigan professor of psychology and author of the book “The Evolution Of Desire.” 

And that's not because of what society tells women; it's because of what evolution tells them. “The rules of attraction cut across 

all cultures,” says Helen E. Fisher, Ph.D., Rutgers University anthropologist and author of the book

 Love Types by Alexander Avila 
1999 Avon (ISBN 0380800144)  Paperback, US$13.50

Tony: I finished reading the book “LoveTypes”. It's basically an  application of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). The 

author advocates  using questions (about introversion/extroversion, intuition/sensing,  feeling, thinking, perceiving) to ascertain 

personality types and  temperaments, making compatibility more likely. Sort of like metaprograms in  NLP. I think the book is good 

to help make a personal inventory (taking  a  quiz to find your type) and discern what types would most likely be  compatible, 

what  types of activities you'd find them participating. Lots of material for  conversation, themes for SS patterns. I think it warrants 

a look, but  not  enough for a complete strategy. 

Love Poetry
Poetry by Jalal Al-Din Rumi
Recommended by Halbmike and Karla

Rumi the Persian poet, 13th-century Persian mystic, is widely acknowledged as being the greatest Sufi mystic of his age. He was 

the founder of the brotherhood of the Whirling Dervishes. 

Halbmike: 

Recently, a special friend sent me the following: The minute I heard my first love story  I started looking for you, not knowing     

how blind that was.     Lovers don't finally meet somewhere.     They're in each other all along. - Rumi   Rumi was one of the 

greatest love poets that ever lived, and he is well  worth  checking out.  

My reply to Karla... Rumi is classic Rumi is timeless Rumi is one of my favorites Rumi was beautiful when I first discovered Rumi 

When I met you Rumi became alive Getting to know you, I've learned to understand Rumi at deep levels.

The Prophet by Gibran
Recommended by GameMaster, a.k.a. devilboy

“Prophet” that is designed to take back my power and plant seeds of fear and loneliness in a woman I broke up with recently...and 

it fits my writing style so she won't be skeptical. That book is really dynamite---my “five star” recommendation : )

NLP Books
Time for a Change by Bandler
Michael: You might find Bandler's book Time for a Change one of  the best books you've ever read. 

Persuasion Engineering by Bandler and La Valle
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Michael: I've found that Persuasion Engineering by Bandler and La Valle is great and it costs less than $30 in hardcover via 

Amazon.com. Making an ecology check is making sure that you keep from contradicting yourself. Just a way to take care that you 

use the magic and the magic DOESN'T use you.

“CONFIDENTIAL-Uncover Your Competitors' Top Business Secrets Legally and Quickly, 
and Protect Your Own”  by John Nolan
Horn Dog: For those who want to polish their VAK strategy-elicitation skills, THIS is the book for you: 

“CONFIDENTIAL-Uncover Your Competitors' Top Business Secrets Legally and Quickly, and Protect Your Own” by John Nolan, 

a former senior intelligence officer for the CIA. (Now a security consultant for top companies). Amazon.com has it at a discount. 

It's written of course from a business standpoint, but the conversational elicitation techniques he describes in the opening 

chapters WORK BEAUTIFULLY in an NLP strategy analysis of a chyck. In one of the testimonials in Ross's stuff, a guy 

describes having noticed a picture on his target chyck's desk involving some exciting sport of some type, and used that 

knowledge to run accelerator patterns with the sport as a metaphor. This is the kind of thing Nolan describes in his book...totally 

cool. If you uncover stuff like that you can use it in a palm reading or grapho deck routine to blow her mind about your “psychic 

powers” (LOL with sinister hand wringing...)

Instant Rapport by MICHAEL BROOKS
Bill: MICHAEL BROOKS - “Instant Rapport”Trade Paperback, Warner Books, 205 pp$12.50 Use NLP techniques to create 

InstantRapport with anyone you meet - a lover, a boss, a client, a child. Written in a clear, accessibly style, InstantRapport was 

one of the first books to make NLP available to the general public.

Reframing by Bandler and Grinder
The most important thing is coming up with ideas of your own based on reframing or any other NLP tool, and taking action on 

those ideas. Six step reframing is outlined in the book “Reframing,” by Bandler and Grinder. You should be able to find it used at 

www.bookfinder.com <http://www.bookfinder.com>. A lot of practioners regard the six step reframing as outdated, and have 

shortened it to two steps. These being, 

pacing the ongoing experience

and then changing the context or content of the situation so that new beliefs may be formed.

Time Line Therapy and the basis of Personality by Tad James
! Rick (Commenting on Flyer's post on clearing past anger): As far as clearing past anger goes, I would recommend clearing that 

anger with time line therapy. I think Tad James' book is called “Time Line  therapy and the Basis of Personality”. I use time line all 

the time (I learned it at Tad's Secret of Success seminar. I used it to clear any past negative emotions I had, I use it to clear any 

past negative emotions or limiting decisions any of my girls have. It is really useful. There was one girl that had a cum phobia...I 

time lined her back, cleared the negative experience that created the phobia and 15 minutes later she was  demonstrating her new 

found ability. It is fast and effective. I recommend it highly as another tool in the arsenal.

Games & Questions
If: Questions for the Game of Life by Evelyn McFarlane and James Saywell
Terry: I did buy a fantastic book last night. It's called “If: Questions for the Game of Life”. It's a book of 500 If questions. I'll give 

you a couple of samples. “if you could make one fairy tale or fable come true with you in it, which one would you pick?” 'If you 

could select a food that best describes your character, what food would it be?” These questions are like, conversation starters. 

Very intersting stuff. There is a series of them now including If questions for the game of love. 

Secrets of The Cube” by Annie Gottlieb and Slodoban D. Pesic
Eric: These 4 questions remind me of “The Cube” which I'll describe in case someone on your list hasn't heard about it yet. 

Desert

Imagine a desert. Describe it. 

Cube

In this desert there is a cube. How big is the cube? What color? What texture? What is it made of(if you can tell)? Is it solid or 
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hollow?(if you know) How far is it from you? Is it sitting flat on the sand or in some other position? And give at least 5 adjectives 

describing the cube.

Ladder

Now in this desert there is also a ladder. What is it made of? Where is it?(in relation to the cube) Approximately how many rungs 

does it have?(many? several? few?)

Horse

 In the desert there is also a horse. What kind of horse is it? What color? Where is it? What is it doing? Does it have on a saddle 

or bridle, or not? If so, what kind?

Storm

Somewhere in the desert there is a storm. What kind of storm is this? Where do you see it? And does it affect the cube, the 

ladder, and the horse, or not? If so, how?

Flowers

And finally, in this desert there are flowers. Where are the flowers? Are there many or a few? What color, what kind?

Answers

Master Key for “The Cube” The Cube=you-your symbolic self-portrait. The Ladder=your friends and coworkers. The Horse=your 

lover/life partner. The Storm=trouble/upset/challenge - life's power to stir things up. The Flowers=your “children” whether of 

your mind or body. Whatever you create and nurture. The Desert=your view of your life and your world. I have used this on 

several chycks and always get so close that I'm perceived as a psychic. 

Mare implies Lesbian / bi tendencies?

Since I've taught you this (buy the book though, not just giving all the info away..”Secrets of The Cube” by Annie Gottlieb and 

Slodoban D. Pesic), you might help me complete my experiment. I'm wondering if chycks who say the horse is a mare are 

lesbians/bisexual. I've used it on some who I KNOW are lesbian/bi and while most lesbians will say a mare, some that are bi will 

say stallion and others will say mare. The thing that causes me to ask in the first place is a friend who answered mare when she 

will defend to her last dying breath that she is “straight”. I know these things aren't 100% accurate but she's the only exception 

I've had to the rule(and I can't just bed her and after building an extreme amount of trust, find out because she lives halfway 

across the country) so I need some more data on the subject.

Magic Tricks
The book Business Card Miracles by Jon Jenson 13 really neat tricks to do with an ordinary 
business
card. This is also available from L&L Publishing.

Easy to Master Card Miracles vols. 1-6 by Michael Ammar 
Call {800}626-6572

Easy to Master Money Miracles vols. 1-3 by Michael Ammar 
Call {800}626-6572

Self Working Card Tricks vols 1&2 by Mike Maxwell 
{require very little practice} From A-1 MagicalMedia 3337 Sunrise Blvd., #8 Rancho Cordova, CA 95742 {800}876-8437  David 

Roth (videos) 

“Dinner Table Coin Magic”, “Stunts with Coins”. 
From A-1 MagicalMedia.  Dan Harlan Magic with Rubberbands vols. 1-3 Ultimate Impromptu Magic vols. 1-3 Business Card 

Miracles (book) by Jon Jenson, L&L Publishing. Balloon Magic (video), Marvin Hardy.  Tom Myers is very helpful, best value T. 

Myers Magic Inc. 6513 Thomas Springs Rd. Austin, Texas 78736 {800}648-6221. If you order anything from Tom, tell him I 

recommended him. 

Astrology, Numerology, Hand-Writing Analysis
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Chinese Numerology by Richard Webster
Clifford: Chinese Numerology by Richard Webster {available at Crown Books, ISBN 1-56718-4}. Quick numerology readings on 

the back of your business card. Lead into SS patterns {Fascination or Incredible Connection, injecting weasel phrases, embedded 

commands, amplifiers} 

Marque Dunkle: I feel it is time to share some of my ideas, tips, and tricks that I have developed to use along with SS patterns and 

themes. First I would like to recommend a book called Chinese Numerology

by Richard Webster {available at Crown Books, ISBN 1-56718-4}. It is a method of doing quick numerology readings on the back 

of your business card. You can tailor the reading from a few minutes to as long as you like, depending on time and the situation. 

The patter in the book about the numbers and arrows is perfect to use as a lead in to SS patterns {I use either the Fascination 

pattern or the Incredible Connection pattern to start with}

“The Secret Dakini Oracle Deck”
(or Secret Dakini Oracle : A Tantric Divination Deck (Sd 65) by Penny Slinger (Creator))

Speaking of being psychic. Find “The Secret Dakini Oracle Deck” if you are into fortune telling or the like. You don't need any 

huge book on reading the Tarot because it has a guide to what the cards mean and even better...the cards have the name printed 

on them so you don't have to decode that the 19 of pentacles means misfortune is in the air. It's based on the I-Ching with an 

added bonus...”The Fool”, from the standard Tarot, to signify the inherent chaos in the universe. I gave my wife a reading, even 

though she's a skeptic (note, I am too but like Bandler says, it doesn't have to be “true” to be a tool we can use), and she about 

lost her mind it was so accurate. You don't even need to know what the question is...just tell them to think about it while shuffling 

the cards(gives a more “personal touch” to it) and then you lay them out(Celtic cross seems the best layout). Tell them what each 

position means and they'll answer most of it for you. Hint, when dealing with teenagers or younger 20's, the biggest 

concern/question is SEX. Patterning with this deck is easy since process language and pacing are what it's based on. 

Bluff your way into astrology by Alexander C. Rae
Eric (commenting on the book suggestion: “Bluff your way into astrology”  By  Alexander C. Rae): This book is one of the best 

books to ever hit the  book  stores. I mean where else can you learn how to bluff your way into a  “romance foretold by the stars” 

in under 100 pages..:) I recommend it to  everyone.

Seduction by Astrology by Ren Alexander and Geraldine Rose
Joseph: I have two books that you might find interesting. The first is  seduction by Astrology by Ren Alexander and Geraldine 

Rose. It has some general descriptions about the signs but also has tactics to follow according to the sign. 

Women, Sex, & Astrology by Sarah Bartlett
Joseph: The second is more intense. It is Women, Sex, & Astrology by Sarah Bartlett. It is more descriptive and uses stories 

(mythology) to give insight. Some of the language and imagery may be useful

for pattern language. It used not only the star sign (Leo, Gemini, etc.) but the Venus and Eros signs and goes into detail in the 

relevance. For instance a conflict in Sun & Venus may explain why a Scorpio isn't as

sexually free/adventurous as commonly thought. It may be tougher to use because you have to incorporate all 3 signs and for 

that birthdate and year is necessary to be accurate (the charts are included /directions). It may be tougher because of women's 

reluctance to reveal ages. The author includes typical fantasies a women might have/be stimulated by for each of her signs. I have 

found it to be pretty accurate

and recommend the book. They can both be found Borders book store for $10 (15 in Canada) for the first and $9 (10 in Canada). 

Completely Cold by Kenton Knepper and J. Tank
Eric H.: This is my review of Completely Cold by Kenton Knepper/J. Tank. Have you ever wanted to make someone think you 

have a psychic link with them upon just meeting them and without any fancy shmancy tricks involving stooges, etc? Like maybe 

you want to create the feeling that you are genuinely in touch with their inner selves and know their every thought. Would you 

be willing to read a few pages in a book and then practice what they taught you? You query, 'How few?' and I say, there are 2 very 
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simple rules to learn and use, and if you want, you can put to use their 5 step process that is guaranteed to do the trick every time. 

Overall, it'll take you less than a half an hour of reading to gain all you'll need to know to instantaneously read someone like an 

open book. The principles are simple and so easily integrated that suddenly you will find yourself using them as if they were 

implanted in your unconscious. The authors recommend that you do NOT memorize the book but just skim through it twice or 

so..which was more than enough for me. 

My only “complaint” is that they advertise their other books saying they will “help you along” but what they fail to mention is 

that most, if not all, of the info you need is freely available on the web. If you email me with one of the “rules”(so I'll know you 

own or have owned the book), I will share some links that will lead you in the right direction for this skill if you don't already 

know. So what this really means is the book gets a 5 out of 5 stars because without the “downside” it'd get an eleven..:) P.S. I 

have no affiliation with Kenton Knepper/J. Tank. I get no compensation monetary or otherwise for writing this but if they wanna, 

it'd be nice, ya know...:) It is available through www.wonderwizards.com <http://www.wonderwizards.com>

Phillip: That is the secret to completely cold reading. You make a statement to a person about something, let's say “I have an 

intuition that you're having a problem with your health.” They reply “no” (according to their system) no = but) yes = and). I 

would reply “but don't you see how it is not healthy in a business environment to have etc., etc.” Their cold reading system is to 

make the person talk while you switch from three categories that are all inter changeable, “health, wealth, relationships.” If they 

say “no” you say “but” and change the subject till you get a “yes”. When you get a “yes” you expand on it making it a hit, so 

they finally say “yes”, you say “yes and” and use linkage throughout to get the person in a “yes” mode. Of course, you have no 

idea what their problem was but by being ambiguous they somehow think you are psychic. Combining this with feeding them 

back the stuff they already told you because this makes them talk, you're supposed to look like a psychic. I was not too impressed 

with it and I am waiting for Ian Rowland who I have heard has one of the best books on the subject of cold reading (like pulling 

names and dates, which I wanted to learn). Ian has written a manuscript; here's the link, www.irowland.demon.co.uk 

<http://www.irowland.demon.co.uk>. Completely cold. I'm sure, works but I have never used it. I think it's alright but when you 

have to pay $45 for 20 pages on how to be ambiguous, it's a waste of money. Personally, 13 Steps to Mentalism has pretty much 

the same stuff. Earle Lee classic reading is pretty good stuff. I wish Ian would reprint his stuff. It has been out of print for a year 

and I have written him on it but he's not sure when he will reprint it. And I have seen some of his stuff on the Discovery Channel. 

He is very knowledgeable I'm sure; what he has is more than a few simple rules.

Phil: Wonderwizards stuff is good, but Kenton is sometimes a better marketer than teacher. Herb Dewey has written three or 4 

THICK books on cold reading, that are cheaper, and, IMHO, better. Really though, it's cute stuff, and unless you have almost all 

of Ross's stuff, or do mentalism, like me, it's a waste, really. Dewey actually runs psychic lines, and his books are the training 

ground to get hired by him, if you will. Some of Kenton's stuff is horrifically padded, btw. His Wonder Words series would have 

little value for a SS'er who was not a magician. The site is at www.wonderwizards.com <http://www.wonderwizards.com> Kenton 

is a magician who had the bright idea of using NLP in magical presentations. He's done work with Rex Sikes too. Some of his stuff 

is good, but some, imho, is padded. Almost totally useless for the SS'er. Useful for the magician or mindreader.

How to Find, Control and Seduce the Woman of Your Dreams (And How to Get Rid of Them 
if They're Not) by Dusty White
Maxin : It is basically a guide to the twelve Zodiac signs and how to influence women based upon their signs. I think that 80% or 

so of women are very much follow the stereotype of their signs, you could look at it as if they were given post hypnotic 

suggestions to behave how their zodiac dictates (after all, most people have checked out what the zodiac says about them), and 

as a result it influences their behavior. (The book might even work for men, especially if they are into astrology at all.)

The book is good, it comes with a rather stern warning on the cover not to share the fact that you have it with the women you 

know. It is humorous also. I have been able in some cases to utilize pattern language based on the values the book says that 

women should have without having done a values elicitation with the woman, and in at least one case, turned things completely 

around. If you have ever experienced not being able to “figure out” a specific woman, this book may give you enough of a clue to 
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be able to get into her headspace and utilize your SS skills to get the rest.

Comedy Books
How to be Funny by Steve Allen
Comedy is a great tool. Steve Allen wrote some helpful books including “How to be Funny” and “The Funny Men” 

The Funny Men by Steve Allen
In the Funny Men he analyzes/models famous comedians. 

Successful Standup Comedy by Gene Perret
Gene Perret's books are also excellent. His book Successful Standup Comedy is more than just a manual for standup comedy. It is 

an excellent guide to being successful at life. 

Zen and the Art of Comedy
Also, check out Zen and the Art of Comedy. Many standup comedy clubs, acting schools and adult learning centers (i.e. 

Learning Annex, Seminar Center, Learning Connection, Learning Center, etc.) offer courses in standup comedy. These courses are 

also probably great places to meet HB's.

Sexual Relations & How to Please a Woman
Major Mark recommended in his book “Scoring with Married Woman” that you have to learn how to satisfy a woman.

The Complete Manual of Sexual Positions by Jessica Stewart
Freeqshow: Holee shit...I was cleaning out a closet yesterday and found a book titled “The Complete Manual of Sexual Positions” 

by Jessica Stewart. Hah--the key to the Triple Play! Clifford, not like I'm against precedent setting or anything but a sharing of 

technique with the level of detail required here is embarrassing. 

Sexational Secrets: Erotic Advice Your Mother Never Gave You by Susan Crain Bakos
Recommend by Sisonpyh

Secrets of Sensual Lovemaking by Tom Leonardi 
Recommend by Sisonpyh and Wolfe

Wolfe: Here's a great book. If you don't already know.

The Fine Art of Erotic Talk by Gabriel
Recommend by Sisonpyh

Synopsis  Explains how to use verbal communication to arouse a partner, create intimacy, add excitement to lovemaking, and 

negotiate safe sex. 

Oral Caresses
Rod : Then there's Oral Caresses which is an entire book about cunnilingus. It's not bad, but doesn't offer much in the way of new 

information. A little imagination and an explorative attitude will get you just as far. Hmmm...

The Ultimate Guide to Anal Sex for Women 
Rod:  is also a good book, and it's a great conversation piece if you

have the cojones to leave it sitting out in plain view. 

SM 101--A Brief Introduction_ by Jay Wiseman
Rod: For te bondage/discipline and pain-oriented people, nothing beats _SM 101--A Brief

Introduction_ by Jay Wiseman (I think that's his name). Butt fuck all that

shit. There's lots of the same info available for free on the 'net. Check

out www.sexuality.org <http://www.sexuality.org> for plenty of techniques, and some net

searches will turn up even more material.

More important than the techniques, though, is your attitude. Stay flexible

and alert, and shed your inhibitions and any shame you might feel about

doing or saying somethings that are a bit off the wall. 

How to be The Perfect Lover by Graham Masterson 
James (Responding to Carlos's request for books on sexual technique): I know of one author who has made quite a study of 
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inventive sex techniques. Graham Masterson has several (5 or 6) books on techniques for both men and women. The one title I 

have is “How to be The Perfect Lover”. It's a Signet paperback and still in print as far as I know. And for those doubters out there 

I bought it in '81 (age 23 at the time) because I was seeing a woman 8 years older than me, who didn't seem to be getting much 

pleasure out of our

sessions together. Well, 3 years later, after we stopped seeing each other, 4 or 5 of her friends hit on me “because they had heard 

I was good in bed”. 

This book takes you through pretty much the entire gamut from kisses and caresses to one particular intercourse technique that 

WILL have them asking you to do them your way. He does have other books, “How to Drive your Man Wild in Bed” for women, 

among others. Let me put it this way the 5 or 6 bucks for “How to be The Perfect Lover” will be the best investment you ever 

made in this area. I just went to amazon.com, & How to be the Perfect Lover may be out of print, as they don't list it. 

How to Drive your Woman Wild in Bed by Graham Masterson
His “How to Drive your Woman Wild in Bed” may have superceded the perfect lover book. Still would be worth looking for the 

old book.

The Venus Butterfly for Women
Maxin: I found a sexual training tape that is sooooo fucking good, that I'm tempted not to share it. It's called “The Venus Butterfly 

for Women” Breakthru Publishing, (713) 522-7660. I spent $40 for mine (I  considered this to be a bit expensive initially) I have 

used the technique with 3 women who were very impressed with it (One was completely blown away, another had multiple 

orgasms). The technique is simple, yet there are some pointers on the tape that are critical. It also involves the use of Sensory 

Acuity (i.e. paying attention). The tape does however recommend the use of Vaseline as a lubricant, which is a bad idea because 

of its propensity to trap bacteria, but a good thick lube, like an anal lube works great. The technique and my understanding of it 

also improved my cunnilingus technique and reduced the amount of time it takes to bring a woman to orgasm. If you have any 

recommendation for Sex training tapes you've gotten a lot out of, let me know.

ESO: How You and Your Lover Can Give Each Other Hours of Extended Sexual Orgasm by 
Alan and Donna Bauer
Theo: For info on extended sexual orgasms, see Alan and Donna Bauer's book, “ESO: How You and Your Lover Can Give Each 

Other Hours of Extended Sexual Orgasm”...it's an inexpensive paperback that is carried by amazon.com. I don't know if this would 

work for everyone, and I don't really understand the implications for females, but this new practice of mine has been transforming 

me and empowering me in the most incredibly beautiful way. 

Maxin (Commenting on NightLight9: Q1: Where is a good source of information on PC/kegel (for increasing spurting distance 

:-)”):  I read a book once called “Eso : How You and Your Lover Can Give Each Other Hours of Extended Sexual Orgasm” while I 

don't know that it covers spurting, it has the most complete kegel program I've seen. 

Stock Market Orgasm by Ava Cadell
Bill: For info on the G spot and separating ejaculation form orgasm I recently attended a class from Ava Cadell www.sexpert.com 

<http://www.sexpert.com>. I believe her book Stock Market Orgasm gives the info you need. Here are some basics. When you 

stimulate her G spot she feels like she has to pee. When she has this deep intense orgasm memories may be recalled, could be 

good or bad. Stimulation of the clit is not required, however you can stimulate the clit. When stimulating the clit do so without 

stimulating the G spot. Do so until she is about to have a clit orgasm then stimulate the G spot. If all goes well she will have 

simultaneous orgasm of both clit and the G spot. And for your pleasure a man may be able to separate his orgasm form 

ejaculation. I am told that when you do this your orgasms will be more intense and deep like that of the female. This should also 

be in Stock Market Orgasm. Amazon is not the only place to search for books on the web. I have ordered books from Barnes and 

Noble that Amazon did not have available.  

Penis Enlargement
www.chattownusa.com/Avenues/Alternative/enlarge/docs/milking.htm 
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<http://www.chattownusa.com/Avenues/Alternative/enlarge/docs/milking.htm>

Threesome & Polyamory
Threesome: How to Fulfill your Favorite Fantasy by Lori E. Gammon
Bill (Commenting on Rick's comments about multiple women): I just heard about a book called Threesome by Lori E. Gammon. 

According to the sales pitch it claims that men can arrange a menage a trois successfully and how any woman can grow to love 

group sex. I believe it also says how to tell if a woman is bisexual

Jason: Bought and read “Threesome: How to Fulfill your Favorite Fantasy” by Lori Gammon. Some mildly interesting stuff up 

front, but it quickly becomes apparent that this book is written by a woman for women. In other words, it's directed towards telling 

a woman how to seduce another woman into a threesome with her. So, if you've got a girl who is bi-curious, this book will 

definitely give her some good ideas about seducing another woman into a threesome. However, if you want something that's 

geared towards helping MEN create a threesome, this ain't exactly brimming over with interesting ideas.

Giles (Commenting on the book “Threesome”): It's surprising how totally aimed at women it is. At times the author seems to be 

aware men may be reading it also, at many other times she seems to forget entirely. However, that's actually more interesting to 

me, because it seems to me the key is to discover what thought processes lead women to seek out and look forward to 

threesomes. Reading a book aimed at women might actually be more useful because it talks to women directly and uses their terms 

and thinking.

Polyamory : The New Love Without Limits : Secrets of Sustainable Intimate Relationships 
by Deborah M, Dr. Anapol
$16 at amazon

I've read about it is “Love Without Limits”. Not only does it explain how to work a multi-partner relationship, but also *why* a 

multi-partner relationship is preferrable to monogamy. 

My Comment: One of the more interesting remarks I have read about this topic is that once you limit yourself to just one person 

men have a tendency to suppress their true natures; no longer can you just go out and have fun with other women and do what 

you want to do -- you have rules and restrictions and you tend to stop being yourself. On the other hand it isn't easy to be open 

sexually with someone you are truly in love with;

“How to Juggle Women: Without Getting Killed or Going Broke” by Stefan Feller
Titled “How to Juggle Women: Without Getting Killed or Going Broke” by Stefan Feller ($12 from Amazon.com, plus s&h) it has 

distracted me momentarily from finishing Mind Power Seduction. I mentioned this in one of my previous posts, but now it is in. I 

have just read a few pages but it goes into how and where to meet women and seems pretty interesting. The main theory appears 

to be one that has been discussed here, which is being straightforward and honest and keeping your relationships on a casual 

basis as long as you can. It's not a thick book and I (promises, promises) will try and review it here when I finish it.

Relationships
The Grass Is Always Greenest Where You Water It. A Gentleman's Guide To Romance. by 
E. Graham Sale
$15 at Amazon

Jim: Seriously, it's not bad, but a lot of it is for serious or married couples. At least in my personal experience. For example, #9 

Make a list of...The date, place, address you met. The first place you kissed, who introduced you, the first place you made love. 

Then make references to these things on gifts, jewelry, license plates or to create personal love codes. #47 and 48 Use lots of 

candles and scents. #64 Always have lots of greeting cards on hand so you can be spontaneous. #26 Know her bra and panty 

size. #97 Buy a 2-headed shower fixture so neither of you gets cold when you shower together. By the way, these are shortened 

from the actual book, I plainly am not a speed typist. See, some are for all couples and some are for more advanced couples. Cost 

$15 + 3 s/h. Not a bad deal. I usually buy this type of stuff both for the suggestions and as examples for me to come up with my 

own stuff. 
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Hypnosis
Professional Stage Hypnosis by Ormand McGill
Malcolm: Came across a book by Ormand McGill “Professional Stage Hypnosis”. Very good, well presented and could have merit 

in a sarging context, if used correctly. A good tool for your hypnosis tool box. 

Trance-formations by Richard Bandler and John Grinder
Hyper Emperia by Eugene D. Alexander Ph.D. & Elizabeth Alexander.
The name of the Authors for the Hyper Empiria book are Eugene D. Alexander Ph.D. & Elizabeth Alexander.

On another note perhaps of group discussion, is “Hyper Empiria” something that I learnt from this wonderful book by the same 

name. This is sold through the catalog from Straightforward productions, the catalog called “THE DIFFERENCE” what Hyper 

Empiria does is make your sex partner extremely sensitive to slightest touch, every sensation becomes intensely maginified. 

Interestingly enough this requires guided inductions, & they give several language patterns to induce this state. I can personally 

vouche for what the book teaches, I have used Hyper Empiria to awaken a woman that was totally dried up! And it turned her in a 

multiple orgasm machine, I did however anchor this state so that she'd always experience this kind of sex with me. Anyway some 

of you should look into that book very, worthwhile material & easily applied in an NLP setting. 

Psychology
“Influence, the Psychology of Persuasion”, Robert Cialdini
Explains six psychological principles of how people are influenced. These principals are those of Social Proof, Authority, 

Consistency/Commitment, Liking, Reciprocation and Scarcity. The book is filled with anecdotes of how these principles are being 

used by the media, sales people and all persuaders.

48 Laws of Power by Robert Green and Joost Elffers
Rob: (Commenting on “An interesting website about (power) is at 

www.elffers.com <http://www.elffers.com> which is on the 48 Laws of Power) It's a great book, and has some great insights. I 

especially love the Law about creating the Fantasy for people....hmmm where have we seen  THAT before??? Although having to 

CONTROL women is not the angle of  attack  I want to take with SS. Creating an opportunity for an HB to be  together  because 

we have fun together, and truely enjoy each others company,  inside and outside of the bedroom. To position myself as someone 

interesting, fun, thoughtfull, strong, compasionate, someone different than the rest of the chumps out there. 

My Comment: As I have said before, I would like to have as many tools in  my  arsenal as possible. And I am sure that knowing 

the mechanics of “power” would be very useful in some circumstances. There is an old expression, which, roughly translated, 

goes “If you need a thief, you cut him down  from the noose.” If that's what is needed in the circumstances (and it  doesn't violate 

your own principals -- and this depends on how you do something  and what you do), then you sometimes need to reach into 

your bag of tricks  and pull out a rabbit. 

The Transformation of a Man, Werner Erhard,  The Founding of EST”  biography by W.W. 
Bartley III 
Bruce:  Theo: Commenting on: Mystery writes: In a book I read long ago, the idea; “be  comfortable with being Uncomfortable” 

had a profound influence on my  life completely.  Would you care to comment on the name of the book?   If I remembered the 

book in the first place I would have mentioned it,  but.....  Just by chance this quote could have come from; “The Transformation 

of a Man, Werner Erhard, The Founding of EST” A biography by W.W. Bartley,III 

Sex Magick
Sex Magick by Louis Culling
John: The regimen for “Sex Magick”  by Louis Culling is different than my normal

routine...the Damiana I take daily for it's psycho-sexual kick. Get the book, it's a great read and you'll pick up some new stuff. 

The Jewel In the Lotus by Saraswati and Avinishu
John: I also highly recommend “The Jewel In the Lotus” by Saraswati and Avinishu. It's a Tantric primer loaded with secrets of 

the female anatomy. 5 Stars!!
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Psychic Influence & Energy
Hypnotism and Mysticism of India by McGill*
Ross Jeffries recommended this book as a introduction to psychic influence.

www.mindcontrolmanual.com <http://www.mindcontrolmanual.com>

Clifford: A really intriguing book (which I have ordered and am waiting for) is The 

Mindpower Seduction Manual by Amargi Hillier. The website is 

www.mindcontrolmanual.com <http://www.mindcontrolmanual.com>. Everything you imagined about psychically seducing a 

woman (or man, according to the website) that seems impossible is  suggested 

as being offered here.

Psychic Sexual Command
Then the day came when I bought this remarkable booklet called “Psychic Sexual Command.” I had seen it advertised by the 

organization that I had started my occult studies with. But it was not until I heard Ross Jeffries recommend this book that I started 

to try its principles. Any way the book teaches about using affirmations to start to program yourself on the road to using your 

latent psychic abilities & as you 

progress you are taught methods of using visualization that are used as the vehicle to psychically program people. You can use 

this method to make a person fall in love with you or lust for you or to execute any behavior you wish of them.

The visualization model used for this method is where you see it happening through your own eyes. You're playing an active role 

in the whole process. Other techniques are taught where you arouse someone psychically & they feel your touch as you are 

doing these things. I have played with this

technique & the latter several times. The first method I decided to try on a person that was less than cordial with me & my 

intention was to make them feel at ease in my presence or rather have a rapport by which to carry about my duties with out their 

interference. Simply put, the person became very friendly &

instead of giving me trouble while I did my tasks in their presence they became very helpful.

Psychic Sexuality by Ingo Swann
Theo: A book on Psychic sexuality is out now and it's quite promising, since its author is one of the best names in “remote 

viewing.” The guy is very for real, he actually invented RV for uncle Sam. Read it. www.biomindsuperpowers.com 

<http://www.biomindsuperpowers.com> <www.biomindsuperpowers.com Get it here. It is called Psychic Sexuality by Ingo Swann 

Item #99050 318 pages $18.95 (US) To anybody who wants to understand SEXUALIZING ENERGIES, sexual energy photographs 

and also the bigger picture of humankind I suggest this read. The book deals with topics such as SOCIAL CONDITIONING 

REGARDING PERCEPTION, which means - to quote the author, whose works I admire quite a bit - that our “reality processing 

grids” have been manipulated by the powers that be so that we won't be able to fully recognize INFORMATION-CARRYING 

ENERGIES, like sexual ones. This book acts as a course to understand SEXUAL AND CREATIVE ENERGIES, a subject the author 

understands only too well, having developed Remote Viewing (distant seeing) for the CIA DURING THE SEVENTIES (Sex!) Read 

it, it may open up more than just sexual understanding. Just beneath the glowing surface of increasing awareness and expanding 

consciousness exists a rather curious history of mainstream societal repression that is quite difficult to explain, and which has 

hardly ever been opened up for inspection. Sexual energies. This book constitutes an extended consideration of the sexualizing 

energies, the importance of which has been quite strangely treated by our society, especially the societies of the modernist 

period.www.twiggscompany.com/pages/ingo.htm (site may be down)

Energy Medicine by Donna Eden
I gave up on the psychic stuff as I don't have the master keys I guess and the attempts gave me an excuse not to take action, so 

until I learn how I just do my own stuff. I found trying psychic stuff just created a state of anticipation which hindered my ability 

to flow. I also do energy exercises I learned in a book called “Energy Medicine” by Donna Eden which are great for all around 

health. Incidentally Doc Latourette recommended them to me. Her stuff and “Pranic Healing” are the basis of his Kahuna course. 
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They are very helpful and I do the five rites you told me about. I used to use a light and sound machine but I found it was initially 

helpful but it's kind of a crutch so I go into trance the old fashioned way (I still use the machine just not as much).

Instant Emotional Healing by Peter Lambrou and George Pratt
I like the recent “tapping” posts. I have been using EFT for about three years and I have found it to be an excellent way to 

“package” just about everything that I have ever learned in NLP and hypnosis. In fact my favorite book on the subject is written 

by two hypnotherapists, Peter Lambrou and George Pratt, called “Instant Emotional Healing.” Their website is 

www.gem-systems.com <http://www.gem-systems.com>  (No free stuff.) I don't know if the “energy” part of it works at all, but I 

definitely talk it up for other reasons (there is an interesting article in Skeptic magazine about this). My EFT sessions tend to 

sound like classic NLP sessions, and not like the script they recommend, but what the heck! 

Patti Conkin
Albert: There is another website you may want to visit and order their $39.95 product (3 seminar tapes and one EXERCISE tape). It 

really goes quite deep into the cellular healing. It will help your undersrtand even more the BASICS behind tapping (same thing 

using different techniques). You may even discover which organ is storing the block. She uses color and/or music. I find that I 

can get better results by using Chopin waltzes, instead of her tape. I don't personally like the color technique as much. Chopin's 

music really makes me access very deep levels (blocks) that need cleansing and healing.  Her name is Patti Conklin at 

www.patticonklin.com <http://www.patticonklin.com> Order the NEW audio book with the COLORWORKS Audio Tape. Just to 

have an idea of what it is all about, go to www.patticonklin.com/cellular.htm <http://www.patticonklin.com/cellular.htm> (excellent 

article) 

Sales
Persuasion Engineering by Bandler and John LaValle
Healer101 & ADog(Commenting on My Comment: ...Anyone have any other comments on sales techniques applied to 

seduction?): If there are better books on persuasion of any form than the “sales” books “Persuasion Engineering” by Bandler and 

John LaValle.

Persuasion Engineering especially is the most fantastic and inspiring book that also has great attitudes to have for seduction, like: 

“Move through the world without fear, only excitement”, and “the bolder and bolder you get, that's how much your income will 

increase” and “Just get a resonate tonality, the rest is easy.” 

Unlimited selling Power : How to master Hypnotic sales skills by Moine and Lloyd 
Healer101: “Unlimited selling Power : How to master Hypnotic sales skills” by Moine and Lloyd I've yet to see them.

Adog: It's interesting that Healer101 said that about those two books: “Persuasion Engineering”, and “Unlimited Selling Power”, 

because I have read many sales books too and those are the only ones that pay I attention to. 

E-books & Online Resources
www.tigertom.com <http://www.tigertom.com>
How To Attract And Seduce A Woman If you want to... Be much more successful with women. Find out why your last 

relationship didn't work, or your current one's in trouble. Just increase your chances of a hot date on a Saturday night, then... You 

need 'The Manual' ! www.tigertom.com/manual.htm <http://www.tigertom.com/manual.htm> . (there is a demo version available. 

you also receive Sun Tzu's Art of War Fare

Outfoxing the Foxes
Clifford: Another interesting book (I ordered this as well) is Outfoxing the Foxes 

www.cybersheet.com/foxes/foreword.html <http://www.cybersheet.com/foxes/foreword.html> (which is available for free now)

and 

29 Reasons Not To Be A Nice Guy
Mostly summary of what is discussed at  Alt.Seduction.Fast (ASF) www.cybersheet.com/29reasons/foreword.html 

<http://www.cybersheet.com/29reasons/foreword.html> (which is available for free now)

and
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Charming Prince Charming
www.cybersheet.com/charming/foreword.html <http://www.cybersheet.com/charming/foreword.html>

Sex wizards mailing list
Ron: Finally, for those that want a more interactive forum, the sex wizards mailing list is a good place. Their topics cover anything 

dealing with sexuality, and thus the list is somewhat unfocused, and it has its share of off-topic crap. It's not as well run, as 

say...the Mindlist (Heh heh), but sexual techniques are one of the major topics of conversation there, and the people on the list 

are very willing to discuss just about anything that someone else brings up. Here's the info: Send these commands to 

Majordomo@lists.jabberwocky.com <mailto:Majordomo@lists.jabberwocky.com>: - to subscribe, send: subscribe sex-wizards - to 

get the Frequently Asked Questions list, send: get sex-wizards faq

How-2 Meet Women, The Shy Man's Guide to Relationships by Cartaphilus
<http://personal.riverusers.com/~thegrendel/cover.html> for a free e-book 

Greg's Review

As a former shy guy, here are my comments (in case you did not read the book);

The book is geared towards the shy AFC who is content to always remain a beta or omega male. Here is a quote from the book; 

“According to the latest sociological dogma, females are genetically wired to be attracted to “alpha” males, those who are 

most assertive and aggressive. This seems all too true of some women. Aggressive men seem to get women, to attract 

women, many women, because of their semblance of strength, the power of the domineering male. Yet, what type of women 

are these? Fragile, unsure of themselves, swayed by instinct, sleepwalking their way through life, running on autopilot... “

The author says that it is ok to continue being a shy guy. I have to disagree with this. This is major crap! Nothing can be worse 

than being a shy AFC when it comes to attracting women! Here is a quote from the book; “You are a shy person. Yet does 

not your very shyness set you apart, give you your own particular charm, exalt you? Shyness is your center, your power, 

your shield and armor. Wear it proudly. Glory in it.” 

The author tells the AFC reader that they should become “bottom feeders” (beta and omega males). This is a desperate measure 

in order to meet women. Masturbation would be better advice. Here is the quote; “Ugly” women glow with a serene inner 

beauty. Their faces are a study in rococo sculpture, an unfamiliar language of landscape and form, an intricate and 

convoluted roadmap of life itself. Their bodies hold promise of hidden delights. Their spirits reach out in too-long denied 

explosive passion. These are uncut gems, their charm not yet set alight by a lover, their eyes glinting with hidden meanings, 

their depths undiscovered. Fat women are round and cuddly. Lush and sensuous, warm and accepting, they radiate love. 

Their endless flowing curves, impossible to encompass save by caress, express the very essence of femaleness. Soft and 

yielding, ever so much more squeezable than their sharp-edged bony sisters, they submerge you in their embrace, their 

embrace, oh, so sweet, the Primeval Ocean, the source of life. Older women make better lovers, as celebrated in song and 

folklore. Their life skills uplift shy youthful lovers past barriers of fear and inexperience. Unexcelled as nurturers and teachers, 

they bestow patience and understanding. They care. Single mothers can be wonderful companions. Children are the great 

equalizer in the dating game, and classy women who might otherwise not even give you a second glance find you attractive if 

you are not put off by their children. These are mature women, experienced in the ways of life, insightful, less likely to judge 

you by superficial appearance and dismiss you because you do not fit the mold of a sociable fun-loving guy. This is an 

opportunity... and a grave responsibility. If you accept the woman, you must likewise accept her children, as they must 

accept you. Handicapped women overflow with boundless love. Forging vast inner resources to cope with physical infirmity, 

they infuse strength annealed with compassion into a relationship. Having anguished, but not shattered, flamed but not 

burned, cried but not despaired, they bear hope and healing to the fortunate men who find them.” 

The author reinforces AFC behaviour and basically is telling the guy to be a “door mat”. Here is the quote from the book; 

“Graciously accept the role of a safe, non-threatening friend. Be the confidante, the shoulder to cry on, the sympathetic 

listener. Observe, listen, and learn. Stay aloof from the role playing, the manipulative mating behavior of the other inmates of 
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the asylum. When your time comes, and it will, you'll have grown into the persona of the wise man, the healer, your “elder” 

self, a giver of love. And to the giver shall be given.”

The author states that a first impression is not important. This is counter to what I believe would make a successful player. Here is 

the quote; “According to folklore and conventional wisdom, the first impression you make upon meeting a person sets the 

tone for the subsequent development of the relationship. A bad impression, therefore, constitutes an irrecoverable error. 

That being the case, you should always make it the highest priority to look your best in any situation in which you might 

meet people, and women in particular. Nonsense! Shallow, superficial people judge others by “first impressions”. It is an 

indication of intellectual laziness (and possibly brain damage), of an unwillingness and possible inability to reason deeply, 

analyze, and make informed decisions. A woman who makes a snap judgment of you based on a “first impression” is hardly 

worth bothering with. In general, you, as a shy person, need not lose much sleep over what sort of “first impression” you 

make on people. It is quite sufficient to come across as 'neutral', relatively nondescript, incapable of being categorized and 

fitted into a convenient slot. You are a quiet and reserved person, enigmatic, profound and unfathomable, marvelous in your 

complexity, and you need wear no mask, no false flamboyance to intrigue others. If your style, your manner, your inner 

radiance provokes others to think, to pause, reflect and wonder, you will make an unforgettable impression. “ I could go on 

and on about this book being for someone who is content with being a shy bottom feeding AFC. The author was obviously 

never a player. I definitely will not be sending him the $10 online fee for reading his book! I will wait and buy Mystery's book. 

Johnny Shack's Women are Easy!
I also downloaded the entire Johnny Shack's Women are Easy! online book and have it saved in a Word file also. If anyone wants 

that, just holler.

Free Online Book: “Transforming the Mind” is a manual that aims to describe the process of human conditioning and how to 

achieve an awakening from this imposition. We are born in a body with animal instincts, we carry the baggage of past lives (it 

seems) and to add to this we develop survival solutions upon the lines of our racial culture, and according to our particular 

upbringing and experiences. <http://fza.org/transform/index.html>

Body Language
How to Make Anyone Fall  in Love With You by Leil Lowndes.
Gerry:  You might also want to take a look at “How to Make Anyone Fall  in Love With You” by Leil Lowndes. This is for both 

sexes, by  a woman. There are some interesting sundry techniques in here  on rapport, building excitement, killer compliments, eye 

 contact, body language, sex a la romance novels, etc.. They do  seem to have some basis in research and/or common sense. Not  

sure if it's worth owning, but worth a browse at a bookstore  or library...  Marcus Surrealius: I took a couple of one-shot seminars 

from Leil Lowndes On  non-verbal communication and body-language. I think of her work as a Mixed  bag. All of it works, but 

Speed Seduction works better in most if not all  cases. She specializes in corporate management and sales training, so go  figure. 

Examples:  Folks generally position their hands such that their palms face you when  rapport is happening. Similarly they will 

show you their knuckles when  rapport isn't happening. When a woman crosses her legs at the knees, it's  not a bad or good sign. 

If she crosses her legs at the knees but with a  small gap between the knees,  however, that means she starting to get a bit hot and 

bothered. A little  fidgeting with the foot is an even better sign. When a man approaches a  group of women, one of his feet will 

be pointing at  the one he wants most. 

Lowndes will give advice on how to approach a woman at a party or coffee  shop or wherever, but the Speed Seduction 

methodology works much better.  Lowndes says you have to make eye contact once and see if she makes eye  contact again 

within forty-five seconds before she'll respond favorably to  your approach. Utter supplicating bullshit. I've done it; it doesn't 

help.

Lowndes also teaches that what you say isn't nearly as important as how you  say it. While this is true to some extent, she takes it 

to mean that you can  just flap your lips and get whatever you want as long as you have the right  tone of voice. She is missing a 

lot of potential by ignoring what exactly  you want to say. Her teachings generally fit into the dating model/framework  anyway. 
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She mentioned NLP once, but she talked about it as if the most  powerful techniques NLP has to teach are mirroring and eye 

access cues.  Good stuff that I have used to round out the SS material. I think you'll  probably find her book helpful though not 

earth-shaking. 

My Comment: I think one of the big differences between Leil's stuff and SS  is that SS is created by a man who has had all the 

difficulties most guys  have had in getting women. Leil is an attractive woman who has found a few  tricks that work well; but she 

can't relate to a real difficult case, I  think I read her book and while there are some good stuff in there,  there's no way I would 

conclude that this book alone would guide a socially  challenged, unattractive looking guy to making any woman fall in love with  

him.   And I don't know about you, but the examples you mention aren't  earthshattering signals. When a woman puts her hands 

on your lap, winks at  you and licks her lips, then you have a strong sign of invitation. I think  most of the other stuff is 

preliminarily positive indications, but not  enough to consider as guarantees of success (if you don't do anything stupid  after).

Ross also teaches about the effect of how you say something and how  it can be extremely important (I remember the “Mary had a 

little lamb”  exercise, where how it is recited can create all kinds of ideas in someone's  mind).  So she is not necessarily wrong 

about this. I think most women have love  and/or sex on their minds and if you can lead their thoughts to that place  in their mind 

(even if you do it by reciting business statements in a  seductive manner) they will think those thoughts. I think this is a great  

technique for many guys who have a really hard time crossing that barrier  from the impersonal to the personal. This is something 

most people have  difficulty with; where you go from talking about the weather to expressing  an interest in someone in a more 

direct manner. If you can do it without  compromising your position, I know that most guys would prefer that over  taking a 

chance of being rejected. I don't think in those terms anymore,  but I remember how I used to feel.

Talking the Winner's Way:  92 Tricks for Success in Business and Personal Relationships 
by Leil Lowndes
Craig: Leil Lowndes has a new book out called “Talking the Winner's Way:  92  Tricks for Success in Business and Personal 

Relationships”. I own “How  to  Make Anybody Fall in Love with You” and her new book is a hundred times  better - packed with 

useful info...Highly recommended reading. If you're into improving you own body language, check out Leil Lowndes “92 Tricks 

for Success in Business and Personal Relationships” Best book I've ever read on body language, especially the sections on eye 

contact. I simply cannot say enough about that book...Amazing!!! Anyways, as long as you have a basic knowledge of body 

language and you don't walk around like a freshly beaten dog, you should be ok. A lot of people say to pretend you're a movie 

star and walk and pose accordingly. This works good for me in clubs cause it makes me stand out, but if you do this at the mall 

your gonna look like an asshole. I usually pretend (body language wise) that I'm one of those bible thumpers that is really happy 

and hopeful about life itself.

Love Types by Alexander Avila 
1999 Avon (ISBN 0380800144)  Paperback, US$13.50

Tony: I finished reading the book “LoveTypes”. It's basically an  application of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). The 

author advocates  using questions (about introversion/extroversion, intuition/sensing,  feeling, thinking, perceiving) to ascertain 

personality types and  temperaments, making compatibility more likely. Sort of like metaprograms in  NLP. I think the book is good 

to help make a personal inventory (taking  a  quiz to find your type) and discern what types would most likely be  compatible, 

what  types of activities you'd find them participating. Lots of material for  conversation, themes for SS patterns. I think it warrants 

a look, but  not  enough for a complete strategy. 

Books to Avoid
Trilby By George du Maurier
Generaly: A short book review of “Trilby” by GEORGE DU MAURIER: This book SUX!!! But, I think everyone should read this 

just for the historical prospective. I checked out an old copy of this book from the late 1800's from the Atlanta public library. A lot 

of repressed sexual titilation and racisim (Svengali is Jewish). Little Billie gets to see Trilby's tits and goes apeshit. Svengali turns 

Trilby into a “world renown” singer (this is supposed to be evil?). The way good ole' George wrote it, Svengali's main claim to evil 
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was being Jewish. George, if you are listening beyond the grave right now, listen to this, “You are a dickhead!!!” (By the way, I 

am not Jewish.) The real evil person is little Billie's mom. What a twisted book! This was supposed to be a hugely popular book 

for its time. Crazy! The following is a review from an internet source: “Perhaps no other item has contributed more to the public's 

perception of hypnotism than this book, now over 100 years old. The beautiful but talentless Trilby is controlled by the sinister 

hypnotist, Svengali. Through his hypnotic manipulations, he converts Trilby into a world renown singer. But what else does the 

evil Svengali have planned for our innocent heroine?” Share my pain and read this stupid book!

The Joy of Sex
Rod (also responding to Carlos's request for information on sexual techniques and how to satisfy a woman): This is certainly an 

important point. I do alright for myself (I hate to brag, so I'm downplaying my comments a bit), and I learned much from the 

internet. Buying books is really unnecessary. One book I suggest avoiding, but seems to be really popular anyway is The Joy of 

Sex. Don't buy it; it sucks, even though for some reason it's really popular--probably because it got lots of attention in the 

mainstream press and people who don't know any better read it and say it's a good book.

Books by Wolf de Voon
I did buy this one and have been reading it. While I haven't finished it, I have been majorly disappointed with it so far. The author 

critiques (which  you read for free before deciding to download his book at a cost of  $10)  several other authors leaving you with 

the impression that they are basically lame and that here you will get some unique and more  effective  information. So far all I see 

are the rantings of an aging hippie  with  zero practical advice. www.wolfdevoon.ndirect.co.uk/index_main.html 

<http://www.wolfdevoon.ndirect.co.uk/index_main.html>

Hyper-Sex: Pathways to Ecstasy by Eugene D. Alexander, Ph.D.
Rod  I have a book, called Hyper-Sex: Pathways to Ecstasy by Eugene D. Alexander, Ph.D.. I think it sucks. It's 179 pages, and of 

that, about 150 of them is padding, and is useless. It has a few hypnotic inductions, which are really weak. I could have written 

better inductions. It doesn't even explain the PRINCIPLES of hyper-empiria in a useful manner. Avoid the book I'm talking about. 

Maybe the one Nick mentions is good, though. 

Secrets Of Being Successful With Girls
$10 gets you access to a 39 page book -- I may have reviewed this before as something tells me I wouldn't recommend it. 

www.gaynor.co.uk/book.htm <http://www.gaynor.co.uk/book.htm>

Doctor Casanova's Seduction Clinic
Doctor Casanova's Seduction Clinic is free but you need an age check ($29.95 for 2 years but it's a ripoff. It supposedly gets you 

access to 45,000 other sites, but most of them then have another level of payment) www.casanova.org 

<http://www.casanova.org>

How to Pick Up Girls by Eric Weber 
My Comment: I read it many, many years ago. My memory says that even back then I wasn't impressed (long before I knew Ross). 

I would say that what I remember would compare to Don Diebel's stuff -- AFC advice. Maybe I am wrong. I would like someone to 

check out The  Ironman, though, and let me know what they think.

Seductiontips.com
Adam: I purchased the online manual you referenced a few weeks ago, from www.seductiontips.com 

<http://www.seductiontips.com> It's a complete waste of money. Although the cost of the book was only $10... there was really 

nothing worthwhile in this text. The writing style was poor. The voice of the writer sounds like he's young. And the advice was, at 

best, vague. Plus, the “insights,” were the same typical stuff that any schmuck could sit back and imagine would be in an AFC 

seduction manual.

How to Pick Up Beautiful Women (in Nightclubs or Any other Place) by John Eagan
(www.4secret.com/ <http://www.4secret.com/> for an entire book who's punchline is that telling a woman she's beautiful (done 

several different ways) is his key technique. As for asking her straight out if she has a BF, if you just asked her out (since we are 

just asking and not using any tactics here) at least she has the choice to go out with you whether she has one or not. She may 
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have a boyfriend as a point of fact, but that wouldn't necessarily stop her from wanting to go out with you (she may be ready to 

dump him, may like you more, whatever) but making sure that the roadblock is there could stop any possibilities.

Where to Find and Buy Books
US

www.amazon.com <http://www.amazon.com>

www.bn.com <http://www.bn.com> (Barnes & Noble)

www.half.com <http://www.half.com> Out-of-print books

www.tranceworks.com <http://www.tranceworks.com> A good source for books on Hypnosis and NLP. New, rare and out of print 

books.

www.bookfinder.com <http://www.bookfinder.com> Over 20 million new, used, rare, and out of print books at your fingertips...

Europe

www.amazon.co.uk <http://www.amazon.co.uk> or www.amazon.de <http://www.amazon.de> 

www.frontstage.com <http://www.frontstage.com>
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